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National Infrastructu re Consents
Llanbrynmair & Carnedd Wen windfarm determination, further submission

Dear Sirs,

Further to my objection dated 11 July 2016 - Llanbrynmair & Carnedd Wen windfarm determination, I wish
to make a further submission with the following facts:

The V/elsh Assembly Government stance on Wind Power has to be noted now in regard to their continued
preference for this outdated form of technology, their statement in the link above states:

'Applications under 50MW require planning permission which is a matter for the relevant Local
Authority. This would be in line with our town and country planning legislation. The Natural
Resources Minister cannot comment on individual planning applications. In his judicial role he may
need to take part in the plaruring process.'.

The Welsh Government attitude is best summed up in the link below, by making the following statement in
regards to the Llanbrynmair & Carnedd Wen windfarm determination Public Inquiry which is being re-
determined, to a local nertvspaper:

lrffnc' //unxm¡ mrnx¡al shrrnnl.co.uk/viewemews/. A,r¡1alel11/967'l

V/elsh Environment Minister, Carl Sergeant, told BBC V/ales: " We recognise that there's a great

opportunity for renewable energy in Wales, but they [the UK government] are doing everything they
can to stop that, in planning terms and also some of their subsidy schemes.'

We are not allowed to have any natural justice here in Wales as there is a presumption by all County
Councils, more so here in Powys, that the pressure by the V/elsh Assembly Governmerrt is to increase the
current 'Strategic Search Areas'.

Also please note Powys County Council c-urrent proposed Local Development Plan

information/

The current TAN 8 SSA has been widened without any direct public consultation by Powys County
Council in this proposed Local development Plan to facilitate the growing insistence of Welsh
Assembly Government that wind power is required

The Welsh Assembly Government has no mandate of public support for these forms of development, indeed
to the contrary locally here in Mid Wales, but as we are such a sparsely populated area the V/elsh Assembly
Government deem we are the perfect recipients for such developments and ignore the impact upon us here
by simply outlining their desires over ours:



Nowhere in any of this guidance is there any mention of our 'Fundamental or Human Rights'; indeed the,
only want to explore the virtues and not accept that there may be any negatives: this is not government but
dictatorship.

The idea that any fundamental environmental human rights can be derived from this guidance puts the
Welsh Government directly on the side of wind po\iler by excluding an unbiased decision making process.

Any second Public Inquiry, which I am against, will again see an inspector appointed by the Welsh
Assembly Government who will have a bias like the previous inspector to follow the dictate of this
assernbly which overestimates its own importance and exhibits arrogant or pompous behaviour.

Yours faithfully
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